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ON PARTIAL COHERENCE IN A PROJECTION PRINTER
by
Bruce M. Radl
Submitted to the Photographic Science and
Instrumentation Division in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the Master of Science
degree at the Rochester Institute of Technology
ABSTRACT
A study has been made of the printed images from a
projection printer whose light source can be varied to
provide illumination of various levels of partial coherence.
The coherence interval for five light source configurations
was measured with a shearing interferometer at the object
plane of the printer. Many test images were made with the
printer for each of the five degrees of partial coherence
and results showing image quality as a function of coherence
interval have been reported.
It was found that with an Hum coherence interval the
image forming characteristics were typical of an incoherent
instrument and could be adequately explained by a linear
transfer function. An increasing departure from linearity
was seen as the coherence interval increased to 71ym. This
could be best seen as an increase in ringing around edge
images and emphasized high frequencies in sine wave images.
iii
For coherence intervals greater than 71um few changes
occurred in the image microstructure indicating that the
printing characteristics are essentially those of a coherent
system. Tri-bar resolving power showed a factor of two drop
from the incoherent to the coherent imaging condition. Image
microstructure effecting the macro tone reproduction was
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Numerous types of illumination systems are employed in
optical instruments such as microscopes, slide projectors and
projection printers. The projection printer in particular
can be found with a wide variety of illumination systems. In
fact projection printers or enlargers are often categorized
by illumination system type as diffusion, condenser or point
source instruments. Diffusion enlargers have large uniform
light sources located close to the negative and provide each
point on the negative with a very large cone angle of illumi
nation. Often a piece of transilluminated opal glass is used
as a large effective source. The illumination provided
.by
this system is incoherent. The general image quality of prints
made with a diffusion type projection printer is high in
resolving power but average in sharpness. The effective
printing density of a negative corresponds to its diffuse
density. A condenser type projection printer has condensing
lenses which focus an image of the radiation source onto
and filling (or overfilling to reduce alignment problems)
the entrance pupil of the imaging lens. Illumination with
a small cone angle and a frequently significant degree of
partial coherence is provided to the negative. Effective
negative printing density is greater than the corresponding
diffuse density because of the specularity of the illumination.
These printers generally make sharper prints than the
diffusion type. Point source printers have lamps or other
light sources that are very small. When condensers are used
with these sources the source image does not in general fill
the entrance pupil of the imaging lens. A narrow cone angle
and a high degree of partial coherence is provided by this
illumination method. Prints from a point source printer
show enhanced edge sharpness. Artifacts such as scratches
and dust particles are also emphasized.
It can be shown that the differences in print quality
among the printers described are the result of changes in
effective printing density and amount of partial coherence
provided by the illumination system. The printing density
effects the macroscopic tone reproduction characteristics
of the system. Changes in the image microstructure are
attributable to the degree of partial coherence.
It has been shown by example that changes in light
source size can change the degree of coherence provided
by the illumination system of a projection printer. The
VanCittert-Zernike
theorem*
gives the basis for the rela
tionship between source size and the degree of coherence
*
see Section 2.4
of the illumination provided by the source. Using this
principle a projection printer has been built with vari
able source size, a large source to provide incoherent
illumination and four smaller sizes to provide increasing
degrees of partial coherence. The degree of partial coherence
was measured by an interferometric technique which yielded
the coherence interval of the illumination incident at.
the printer
gate.* Source sizes were calibrated with respect
to the coherence interval they provided. Prints were then
made to evaluate image quality as a function of coherence
interval. In addition to the projection printer, coherence
interval measurements were made of the illumination provided
by other optical instruments. These included a slide pro
jector, microscope illuminator, and a sensitometer.
Standard and directly measurable quantities were used
to assess the quality of prints made by the projection
printer. The quantities investigated were resolving power,
rms density fluctuation, acutance, sine wave response,
graininess, sharpness, and tone reproduction. These quantities
were chosen because they are in common usage and easy to
interpret, because they can be made independent of any
assumptions about system linearity if defined properly and
because no measurement serves as the basis for another. Targets
for the various tests were projection printed with each of the
see Section 2 . 2
source sizes chosen. All prints were made at the same mag
nification and with the same aperture of the imaging lens.
All prints were made with unfiltered illumination or with
quasi-monochromatic illumination .
Resolving power was chosen to be measured because of
its widespread use in assessing imaging systems. High con
trast, low contrast, and degraded tri-bar resolution targets
were printed to measure the printer's resolving power as a
function of the five states of partial coherence. Degraded
targets were used to see if resolution could be enhanced
by increasing coherence.
Image noise was measured in two ways, by objective mea
surements of rms density fluctuation, and by subjective
measurements of graininess. Targets were made on both low
and medium grain film. For the first measurement the targets
consisted of film patches uniformly exposed and processed
to a density of 1.0. Transparent prints were made of these
targets also at a density of 1.0. These prints were scanned
with a microdensitometer and the rms density fluctuation
calculated. To measure print graininess a typical outdoor
scene was exposed on the low and medium grain film. The
developed negatives were printed and processed so that all
prints had the same macroscopic tone reproduction character
istics. The graininess of each print was determined by
judges who were asked to find the viewing distance at which
the grain pattern was no longer apparent. The objective
and subjective measurements were then correlated.
Edge analysis was also done objectively and then
correlated with subjective judgements of print sharpness.
For the objective measurements four edge artifacts were
used as targets and prints were made of each one at the five
levels of partial coherence. The four edges consisted of
one sharp and one degraded fine grain edge and one sharp
and one degraded moderate grain edge. Degraded edges were
used to find out if a highly coherent printing system
could enhance them. The prints of the edge artifacts were
analyzed to determine their acutance. The pictorial prints
previously mentioned were judged for relative sharpness by
a number of observers and these sharpness values were cor
related with the measurements of acutance.
Sine wave response was investigated by printing targets
which were sinusoidal in intensity transmittance. The mod
ulations of the printed waveforms were then compared to the
input sinusoids.
Tone reproduction effects not influenced by changing
printing density were briefly investigated to identify
their cause.
The primary motivation for this research is that other
studies have not included actual coherence interval measurements
in the investigation of the image quality of partially coherent
optical systems. Generalization between optical geometry
and degree of coherence were used instead. Also, theoretical
predictions for partially coherent imaging systems are based
6
on perfect, simple systems. This research investigates
some of these predictions for a real system.
2.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
2.1 Basic Defintions of the Theory of Partial Coherence
Radiation can be described at a point, x, and time, t,
by the analytic signal V(x,t) which is associated with a
cartesian component of the electric field vector. The
mutual coherence function, T(x ,x_,t) is defined as:
r(X]L,x2,T) = r12(r) = <v*(x1,t)v(x2,t+x)>
where the sharp brackets denote a time average of the form:
,T
*/,<f(t)> =lim 1/2T /f(t)dt
t->
and the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate. It is clear
that the mutual conherence function is the time averaged
correlation of the analytic signal and its complex conjugate.
The quasi-monochromatic approximation allows the con
sideration in theoretical treatments of energy of essentially
one frequency although truly monochromatic radiation is a
physical impossibility- This approximation can be stated:
Av << v
where Av is the spectral width and v the average frequency
of the radiation.
The mutual intensity function, r, 2 (O) ,
can often be
used under conditions where the quasi-monochromatic approximation
holds since |t| << 1/Av
The irradiance measured at point, x, is given by r,-, (0)
I(x) = ru(o) = <V*(x1,t)V(x1,t)>
<|V(x,t) |2>
since this is the detected modulus squared of the analytic
signal .
The normalized form of the mutual coherence function,




(t) = y(x, ,x_,t) =
r12(x>
x^ x *
r lr\\ t lr\\V2.
[-ll'->r22(0f
Often stationary fields are considered where the coherence
functions are a function of coordinate differences only and
the quasi-monochromatic approximation applies to make them
time independent. For these conditions the mutual coherence
function becomes T (x1
-
x^) and the complex degree of
coherence will be represented as Y (x. ,
-
x_) or P,-.
Coherence and incoherence are often identified when the
value of Y19(T) is one or zero respectively. This is not
a satisfactory method. Since Y,2(t) represents the normalized
correlation of a signal with its complex conjugate it always
begins at unity at the origin and decreases to a value of
zero for some finite point separation. The value of this
point separation is a measure of spatial coherence defined
as the coherence interval. All illumination is therefore
partially coherent to some degree. Illumination with very
small or very large coherence intervals may be considered
effectively incoherent or coherent respectively.
2.2 Theoretical Basis for Coherence Measurements
2.2.1 The Shearing Interferometer




which can be used to measure the modulus of
the complex degree of coherence, |y,~(t)|. When stationary
fields which are time independent are assumed the measurement
if of |p,_|. This assumption is verifiable by experiment as
will be shown later. In Figure 1 is a schematic diagram
of this interferometer. Two 45-90-45 prisms provide a
variable shear angle, $. This is accomplished by the rotation
of one prism with respect to the other about an axis perpen
dicular to their adjoining faces. A lens focused on the
measurement plane, M, simultaneously views points x, and
x_ separated by a distance v:
v = $1
where 1 is the distance from M to the back face of the inter
ferometer. Figure 2 is a photograph of the interferometer.
The large micrometer moves a long lever connected to the ro
tational axis of one of the prisms. This allows for the
accurate and precise rotation of the prism on the order of






Figure 1 The Shearing Interferometer
Schematic
11
Figure 2 The Shearing Interferometer
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coherence intervals of a few micrometers. The other controls
are used to properly position and align the two prisms.
2.2.2 Theoretical Operation of the Interferometer
The experimental set-up diagramed in Figure 1 is used
to measure the coherence function, |y-o(t)|# of the illumination
at the plane M. If the shearing distance, v, is larger than
the resolution limit of the lens, the signal at the detection
plane D is essentially a linear combination of the analytic
signals at x. and x2.
VD(x1,x2,t1,t2) = V(xlft) + V(x2,t2)
replacing t2 by t.+ x where T=t2-t, we have:
VD
= V-*!'1!* + v(x2'tl +T)'
The detected irradiance in plane D, I (x) is the time average
of the modulus squared of this signal :
I(x) = <|v(x1,t1) + V(x2,t1+T) |2>
I(X) = <[V(xl,t1) + V(x2,t1+T)] [V*(xirt1) + V*(x2,t1+T)] >
= <V(x1,t1)V*(x1,t1)> + <V(x2,t1+T)V*(x2,t1+T)>+
<V(x1,t1)V*(x2,t1+x)> + <V*(x1,t1)V(x2,t1+T)>
rll(o) + r22(o) + rl2(T) + r*12co
I(X;L) + I(x2) + 2Re ri2(x)
13
using the definitions stated previously. Now, assuming the
irradiance at plane M is constant, I(x,) =I(x?), and sub
stituting r12(T) with v/r1JL(o) -,22(o)y12(t) = -/i(x1)i(x2)y12('-) =
I (x_) Y-j-2 (t) gives:
ie12(x)
Kx) = 2I(X;L) + 2Reri(x1)Y12(T)l
21 (Xl) + 2I(x1)ReY12(T)
since I(x..) is real. Factoring yields:
I(x) = 21 (xx) [l + ReY12(x)J
The complex function Y-.o(t), can be written as |Y19(T)|e
therefore Rey.-d) becomes | y-, 2 (t) | cose, _ (x) so that:
I(x) = 2I(x1) Tl + |y12(t)| cos912(t)J.
This shows that the modulus of the complex degree of coherence
defines the modulation of cosine fringes observered in
the detection plane D. When the shear distance is adjusted
so that the fringes just disappear, |y-.o(t)| = 0, the shear
distance, v, is equal to the coherence interval, v .
2.2.3 Calibration of the Interferometer
To accurately know the shear distance, v, the shear
angle of the interferometer, $ , must be known. For small
angles, $ is linearly related to the micrometer setting,
M.S., of the micrometer used for prism rotation. To determine
14
this relationship the interferometer is calibrated in the
configuration shown in Figure 3. The interferometer is placed
between a point source, S, emitting radiation of wavelength,
X, and an observation screen. The distance from S to the
interferometer is r. and from the interferometer to the screen
is r_, both shown here in a straight line for convenience.
When set to a shear angle, $, the source, S, and apparent
source,
S*
, interfere as in Young's experiment to produce
cosinusoidal fringes on the screen with period yQ. Measurement






The value of M.S. can be read directly. After several points,
(M.S.,), have been measured a regression line can be calculated
which is the calibration of the interferometer for shear angle
as a function of micrometer setting.
2.3 Theoretical Basis for Partially Coherent Imaging
A simple imaging system is shown in Figure 4. The object
plane, g, has a complex amplitude transmittance, t().
The object is transilluminated by quasi-monochromatic light
whose mutual coherence function is r(, - ~) . The amplitude
impulse response of the imaging system is K() . For the
general case of partially coherent illumination the irradiance





















































-KJJr,-,-I(x) = K J Jr(C1-C2)t(e2)t*(C2)K(X7-51)K*(x-e2)deid?2
r^i"^2^ can now be rePlace<3- by voT?,)! U2^Yi2 an(3, assuming
the illumination is uniform, I(,) = I(C2) and /i (, ) I (2) =
constant and can be taken outside, the integral becomes:
4iI(x) = K//Y12t(C2)t*U1)K(x^1)K*(x-C2).dC1dC2.
The two limiting cases of incoherent and coherent imaging
can be derived from this equation. In the analytical solution
of I(x) for incoherent illumination Y19
is represented by
5
6 (,-5)/ the Dirac delta function .
- k//5(5i-I(x) = KM6(C1-?2)t(C2)t*(?1)K{x-51)K*(x-52)d51d52.
Integrating with respect to gives:
I(x) = K /tU1)t*U1)K(x-51)K*(x-51)d1.
2 (




= S(), the intensity impulse
7
response , the irradiance I(x) xs given by the convolutxon
of these two functions, the standard incoherent imaging
equation:
I(x) = K /T()S(x-)d.
In the analytical solution of I (x) for coherent illu
mination y-
9
--asa constant value of 1.0 and can be neglected.
18
I(x) = Kc//t(C2)t*(51)K(x-?1)K*(x-?2)dC1dC2
(x) = K /t(52)K*(x-52) / tM^Wx-^Jdgjdg.
K| /t(^)K(x-g)dg|2.
This is the standard coherent imaging equation.
2.4 Application of the VanCittert-Zernike Theorem
The circular incoherent source in Figure 5 illuminates
a screen a distance r from it. The VanCittert-Zernike
Q
theorem predicts the modulus of the degree of coherence of
the illumination at the screen to be equal to the absolute
value of the normalized Fourier transform of the radiance
function of the source. For the uniform circular source
shown of diameter, a, emitting quasi-monochromatic radiation







where J, is a first order Bessel function of the first kind,
k = 2tt/A, and v is the separation of the two points for which
Y-. ~ is the correlation. The first zero occurs at kva/r = 3.83,
The point separation, v, at this first zero is defined as the













Figure 5 Illustrating the VanCittert-Zernike Theorem
20
Clearly v is proportional to r and inversely proportional
to k, a, and the quantity a/r which is the angle subtended
by the source. This relationship holds for ar but is
approximately correct otherwise. The application of this
theorem has been in using different size sources in a pro
jection printer to vary the coherence interval of the illumi
nation at the object plane (position of the negative to be
projected) .
2.5 Previous Work in Partially Coherent Imaging
A comprehensive review of the work in partially coherent
13
imaging is given in Thompson
9
Grimes and Thompson have studied the illuminance
distribution in the images of two point objects under various
degrees of partial coherence. This theoretical study showed
that the point separation needed for the two points to be
resolved increased with increasing coherence. Also the apparent
separation of the two points decreased with increasing coherence,
an effect also shown experimentally -
Studies of the theoretical reproduction of sinusoidal
objects illuminated by partially coherent light have been
made. Brecherer and Parrent using a target sinusoidal
in amplitude transmittance and Swing and Clay using a target
sinusoidal in intensity transmittance have calculated the
apparent transfer function for the fundamental frequency
component under various degrees of partial coherence. Typical
transfer functions were predicted for the incoherent and
coherent cases, the incoherent transfer function being almost
21
triangular with a value of 1.0 at the origin and 0 . 0 at
the incoherent limit, 2a, and the coherent transfer function
being rectangular with unit height until the coherent limit,
a. Intermediate transfer functions were found for the partially
coherent cases.
14
Considine has demonstrated that by controlling the
degree of coherence of the illumination in an optical viewer
the frequency response of the instrument can be altered.
This result was demonstrated using an unfiltered Zenon lamp
even though the theoretical basis assumed quasi-monochromatic
illumination.
12
Work of Kinzley in calculating the illuminance dis
tribution in the image of a sharp edge has been reviewed
13
by Thompson ;
"A number of basic effects are apparent; a pronounced
'ringing' in the partially coherent image which gets
stronger as the degree of coherence is increased; an
apparent shift of the edge in the direction of the
illuminated region; and an increase in the slope of
the curve with coherence indicating that the acutance
is better in the coherent image than in an incoherent
image of the same edge with the same optical system.
"
The apparent transfer function has been calculated by
Brecherer and Parrent from the theoretical images of sharp
edges made with various degrees of partial coherence. The
predicted transfer functions do not differ greatly from the
ones made with sinusoidal targets although a phase transfer
function has been calculated from the edge response data. This




A recent paper by Swing examines microdensitometer
optical performance. In general the image forming properties
of a microdensitometer can only be described by considering
the degree of partial coherence in the optical system. It
was predicted and experimentally verified that under certain
conditions the instrument response would be linear, that is
corresponding to incoherent imaging. These conditions specify
the ratio of the numberical aperture of the influx objective
to that of the efflux objective which will give linear res
ponse for frequencies below a specified maximum frequency.
Linear response was verified even for the case of laser
illumination with the proper optical geometry.
2.6 Pufcpose of the Research
The previous work outlined above has been done using
many approximations and assumptions to simplify the theo
retical calculations. Simple diffraction limited optics,
paraxial imaging, and quasi-monochromatic illumination have
been assumed. The objects imaged by the systems were assumed
to be thin, of constant phase and noise-free. Rarely are
all of these conditions met in a real imaging system. The
experimental work which was done to test the theoretical
predictions has in general yielded affirmative results.
In most cases a simple optical system was used and a single
type of object imaged by the system for evaluation. Examples
of incoherent and coherent imaging are the most common and
the experiments done in partially coherent imaging have not
23
included direct coherence measurements but have relied on
the use of optical geometries known to effect the degree
of coherence of the illumination.
The experimental work of this thesis has been an
investigation of partially coherent imaging with actual
measurements of coherence interval of the illumination.
The coherence of the illumination of several instruments
was measured as an overview. A microscope illuminator,
slide projector and a sensitometer were measured at three
wavelengths each. The majority of the work dealt with the
image quality of a projection printer whose illumination
system could provide five levels of partial coherence,
ranging from incoherence to a high degree of partial coh
erence. After careful measurement of the five coherence
intervals several targets were projected and their images
recorded so that the projected image quality could be measured
and changes due to the increasing degree of coherence could
be quantified. Details of the specific tests made follow
discussion of the design of the projection printer. An
overall evaluation of projection printer performance for
several known levels of partial coherence was desired to
confirm the previous theoretical predictions and make the
inclusion of measured values of the independent variable,
coherence interval.
2.7 Design of the Projection Printer
The printer design chosen was as close to a typical
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diagram of the final design. A mercury arc point source
is imaged by two microscope objectives to form an image of
the source approximately 0.3mm in diameter. If uninterrupted
the light then diverges from this image in a conical shape.
The point source is movable so that the cone of light just
fills the circular aperture in the plane identified as the
effective source. For effective source diameters larger
than 0.3mm a piece of ground glass is placed behind the
aperture. The condensing system forms an image of the
effective source in the plane of the entrance pupil of the
imaging lens at a magnification of approximately 0.5. The
object plane is close to the condensers. Transparent objects
in this plane are imaged at a magnification of 1.0 onto the
image plane by the imaging lens. The actual printer was
constructed on a long optical bench and is shown in Figure 7.
The mercury arc point source was chosen for its size
as well as its high blue output particularly at the 435i.8nm
line. This corresponds to a region of high sensitivity for
type 5302 Fine Grain Release Positive film which was chosen
to record the projected images for evaluation. Filtering
with an interference filter with peak transmittance at 434nm
and a 9nm 50% width allows the radiation to be considered
quasi-monochromatic .
The range of coherence intervals was selected as 10ym
to 500vim. The minimum value is assumed to represent effectively

























the order of lOym at the printer gate would be invisible in
a print made at a magnification of 10 and viewed with the
unaided eye. A lOOym object is at the limit of detection
of the unaided human eye. This coherence interval is also
near the limit of measurability of the equipment used.
The maximum value was chosen arbitrarily. Intermediate
values were selected at approximately equally spaced intervals
on a logarithmic scale.
The required aperture sizes for the effective sources
were first approximated by applying the VanCittert-Zernike





where k = 2tt/A .. = 2tt/436 and r = 200mm, the distance from
the effective source to the condenser. The predicted value
of the source diameter, a, for a 500ym coherence interval
is 0.1mm and for a lOym coherence interval is 5.0mm. Fxnal
source sizes were determined during the calibration of the
printer.
The condensing system consists of two Wollensak Rapter
152mm f/2.8 lenses. These fulfill the requirements of a
large aperture and the proper back focal length with the
chosen object distance. The object plane is 15mm from
the last surface of the condensing system. This distance
is sufficient to allow clearance for apparatus to hold
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the transparent objects. In this position the condensing
system illuminates a spot approximately 20mm in diameter
in the object plane.
A 50mm focal length Rhodenstock-OMEGAR f/4 . 5 enlar
ging lens is used as the imaging lens. It and the image
plane are positioned so that a 10X enlargement is made.
The lens was used at full,.aperture except where noted. All
optical surfaces were thoroughly cleaned before the printer
was assembled. The effects of dirty optics can be seen as
the diffraction patterns of small particles are propagated
by highly coherent systems.
For the purposes of data recording a 35mm camera body
was used (shown in Figure 7) . Its film plane was coplanar
with the projection printer's image plane and 5302 film was
used to record all images. Prints of pictorial negatives
were also made by placing a 5 x 7 camera back at the image
plane and using 5x7 Kodak Kodabrome paper to record the
it-
images .
The calibration procedure for shear angle as a function
of micrometer setting as described in Ch.B.2. was performed
both before and after all sets of coherence interval mea
surements of the printer. This was necessary because the soft
mounts of the prisms combined with the large pressures and
torques on them caused the instrument to drift occassionally-
Each time the instrument was calibrated over a range of 0
to lOmr, i.e. the approximate range needed for the required
coherence measurements. The mercury arc source, filtered
29
to 546nm for ease of measuring the fringe frequency visually,
was used as a point source in Figure 3. The distances r.. and
r2
were measured and corrected for the equivalent air thick
ness of the portion through the prism. About ten pairs of
points, (M.S.,$) were made during each calibration and then
a regression line was calculated from them. Typical r
values for these lines were 0.999. This indicates very good
straight line relationships.
As indicated the calibration procedure was performed
alternately with sets of coherence measurements of the
printer. By a set of measurements it is meant that the
coherence interval was measured four times for each source
size in quasi-monochromatic (X=434nm) light. Each set of
measurements was independent because the printer was re
assembled for each one. This was to insure that the measure
ments were repeatable and that the printer could be disassembled
and reassembled and still remain calibrated with respect- to
coherence interval. The interferometer was mounted so that
the measurement plane shown in Figure 1 was the object
plane of the printer. The lens was a 50mm f/4 . 5 Rodenstoch-
Iloca-Ysarex, chosen because of its narrow mount and because
at f/4 . 5 its spread function should easily be smaller than
lOym, the smallest coherence interval to be measured. Also
the lens is about the same size as the face of the prism
it looks through. The lens was mounted on a single lens
reflex camera so that the fringe pattern could either be
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directly observed or recorded on film for later evaluation.
The distance, 1, was 50.5mm (equivalent air distance). The
exact location of the object plane was specified by a piece
of ground glass with cross hairs which could be pivoted into
the optical path on a mount attached to the condensing system.
The lens was positioned several millimeters from the inter
ferometer which was as close as the mount would allow. Know
ledge of the exact position of the lens is not necessary as
long as it is focused on the ground glass in the object plane.
With the ground glass removed and the illumination system
on, cosine fringes could be observed in the camera
view-
finder. For the various source sizes used the coherence
function was determined to be stationary because the fringes
had equal modulation throughout the field and time independent
because high contrast fringes could be produced for low
shear angles with white light. The coherence functions being
observed can therefore be denoted at y.._ = Y(x, -x_). The
fringes were not all straight and parallel particularly at low
shear angles. This was due to the effects of the condensing
optics and distortions of the prism faces as the result of
cementing them in the interferometer.
At first measurements of y., were made by recording
the fringe pattern on 5302 film. Exposures were made at
several settings of the shear angle from very small giving
high contrast fringes to an angle large enough for the
fringes to disappear. The film was processed to a gamma
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of 2.0 in D-72 developer. Processing was for 3.0 minutes
at 75 F in a single reel tank. This active developer was
chosen and always used fresh to minimize development non-
uniformities and edge effects. The fringes were exposed
on the straight line portion of the film's characteristic
curve. The processed images were scanned on a Joyce-Loebl
microdensitometer and for each exposure the maximum and
minimum density of the fringes was found. Their difference
AD, was plotted as a function of shear distance, v, for
each cf the source sizes and the point at which this plot
crossed the v axis (AD = 0) was the coherence interval.
Reasons for selection of this method are discussed in
Appendix I.
The coherence interval was measured in this manner for
the illumination provided by three sources, a = 0.1mm, a = 0.6mm
and a = 5.0mm. At the time the data was taken the micrometer
position that the fringe modulation visually became
was recorded. The coherence intervals calculated from this
visual judgement agreed with those from the scanning of the
recorded fringes to within 8%. This error is negligible
compared to the separation of the coherence intervals to be
used in this experiment. They differ by factors of at least
2.0. Since the visual method is much faster and easier it
has been used for all further coherence interval measurements.
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Three sets of measurements were made and from them
five source sizes were selected to produce the desired
range of coherence intervals. Table 1 is a listing of the
results of the printer coherence calibration for the five
source sizes chosen. Since each set of measurements yielded
an average of four individual measurement, X, the average
of the three sets is identified as X. The standard deviation
of the three is Sr-. It can be seen from this table that
the predicted coherence interval for the 5.0mm diameter
source of lOym was exceeded and this interval was not
reached until a source of diameter 30mm was used. This is
because a stationary ground glass diffuser is not a truly
incoherent source as required for the VanCittert-Zernike
theorem to apply.
Table 1 Printer Coherence Calibration








The data in Table 1 is plotted in Figure 8 on a log-
log scale. With incoherent sources a straight line relation
ship with a slope of -1.0 is expected. The predicted coherence
interval for a 0.1mm diameter source of 500ym is within a
standard deviation of the measured interval of 509ym. These





























Figure 8 Coherence Interval as a Function of
Effective Source Size
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printer. Both filtered and unfiltered' light was used giving
the printer ten modes of operation, however the coherence
interval was measured only for the filtered mode of each
source.
The coherence interval of the illumination provided
by three other instruments was measured in three regions of
the spectrum. Interference filters were used to make measure
ments at 434nm, 542nm, and 633nm. To make this measurement
in the object plane of an Eastman Kodak Ektagraphic slide
projector it was necessary to reposition the optical com
ponents of the illumination system on an optical bench.
The measurement was made of an Olympus microscope illuminator
at a plane 150mm from the end of the instrument, a distance
likely to define the microscope object plane when using this
illuminator. Also measured was the illumination provided by
an Eastman Kodak Model 101 sensitometer at the film plane.
The results of these measurements are shown in Figure 9
It can be seen that coherence interval increases as expected
with wavelength in a fairly linear manner. This increase
is greater than would be expected from the VanCittert-Zernike
theorem possibly because the sources, all incandescent, be
come less incoherent at long wavelengths.
2.8 Methodology of the Projection Printer Evaluation
Tests were made to measure image quality as a function
of coherence interval at the object plane of the projection
printer. Each test was designed to measure a different para




























Figure 9 Coherence Interval Measurements
for Three Instruments
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described in the following sections. Experimental variables
were limited to the changing source sizes and the presence or
absence of filtration. For each of the source sizes the
coherence interval at the object plane is known for the case
of quasi-monochromatic illumination i.e., when the source is
filtered with the 434nm filter. Five of the ten modes of
operation are thus specified. The remaining five unfiltered
modes are assumed to have coherence properties directly
relatable to the corresponding filtered mode of the same
source size and therefore will be specified by the same
coherence interval and as unfiltered exposures.
Focusing was done visually through the viewfinder of
the data recording camera. In the printing of the projected
images, exposure time adjustments were made to keep exposure
constant for each source size. The unfiltered irradiance
was measured at the image plane with a U.D.T. radiometer
and the correct exposure time calculated from an experimentally
determined aim exposure for both the unfiltered and filtered
modes. Exposure times for the filtered modes were determined
this way because of the small amount of energy transmitted
through the filter.
The printer was evaluated by projecting images of test
objects in each of the ten modes of operation. These images
were recorded on 5302 film, a typical positive emulsion,
and later evaluated. The image degrading effect of the film
is ignored in all tests because the diffraction limit of the
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optical system is about in the image space. 5302
emulsion is a slow fine grain film easily capable of recording
a signal of this frequency even though diffraction limited
performance was not expected from the optical system. In
addition since the same film is used to record all projected
images and the analytical techniques of each test were equally
applied to these images any effect of the recording material
remains constant. The changes in image quality as a result
of partial coherence are of importance here, not the absolute
value of such measurements. This film was always processed
to a gamma of 2.0 again using the high activity developer,
D-72. Since roll film was used processing was done in a
single reel tank. During the initial tests and on rolls of
film for which accurate relative log exposure data was re
quired, sensitometric exposures were made. A Kodak number 2
step tablet and a film holder were used to expose the film
sensitometrically at the image plane of the projection printer.
Exposures were made using the. light source unfiltered and
filtered. An example of a typical characteristic curve for
the 5302 emulsion is shown in Figure 10. Curves for filtered
and unfiltered exposures have the same shape. Knowing this
it was only necessary to expose with the source unfiltered
for the purpose of process monitoring and identification
















Figure 10 Characteristic Curve for Fine Grain Release
Positive 5302
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A Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer was used to analyze
most of the data recorded on 5302. This instrument was used
because of its ability to work at low magnifications of
about 10X. Since the images are themselves 10X enlarge
ments, many had to be scanned with a large effective aperture
to reduce noise. The ability to view the sampling aperture
directly and rapidly align the sample to it was an advantage
since many samples had to be scanned. The large sample stage
has a simple clip arrangement to hold the sample in place
and allows the sequential scanning of several images on a
roll of film. Low spatial magnifications 10X to 500X,
were also available as required for the enlarged images.
2.8.1 Measurement of Resolving Power
The targets used for the measurement of resolving
power were transmission tri-bar targets of the U.S.A.F.
type. A high contrast target with greater than a 100:1
range, a low contrast target with 2:1 range and a target
photographically reproduced as a negative were used. This
last target was made by photographing a scene containing
three high contrast reflection resolution targets. The
targets were located at distances of 320cm, 227cm, and 160cm
from the camera forming a 72 progression. The camera with
a 50mm focal length lens set to f/8 was focused on the
farthest target. The negative material used was Kodak
film type Plus-X. The processed negative therefore contains
a sharp image and two defocused images of a resolution target.
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These three targets were chosen to investigate the
high contrast resolving power, the low contrast resolving
power and the ability, if any, to enhance resolution, of
the projection printer as the coherence is changed. The high
and low contrast targets were imaged at three focus positions.
The amount of time required for exposure and analysis pro
hibited the use of focus series in the remaining tests.
In all tests replicate data was generated. An additional
set of data was taken with the lens set to f/11. Only the
incoherent and most coherent cases were evaluated and only
with the high contrast resolving power target. This was the
only exception in the experiment to the lens being used at
f/4 . 5 .
Each recorded image was viewed through a microscope
with sufficient power to easily view the entire group in
which the last resolved element appears. Because of the
presence of spurious resolution and edge ringing in the
partially coherent images the limit of resolution is subject
to the criteria applied. An element was judged as resolved
if the three bars of the object were visible regardless of
any additional structure in the image.
2.8.1.1 Results of Resolving Power Evaluation
The results of this test for high and low contrast
targets are shown in Figure 11. The values plotted are
averages of. two measurements. Although variability cannot
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Figure 11 Resolving Power as a Function of
Coherence Interval
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of the measurement from the resolution target it can be
noted that rarely did the replicate measurements differ by
more than one element ( /2) . The high contrast target gave
results most like those expected for both filtered and un
filtered exposures. The incoherent resolving power of
180mm quickly drops by a factor of two as the coherence
interval increases from llym to 71ym. For all cases the
resolving power remains constant for coherence intervals
greater than 71ym indicating that the image formation process
is essentially coherent from this point on. The low contrast
target is also best resolved when incoherently illuminated
although the numbers are lower, 14 for filtered and 12
for unfiltered exposures. This loss is typical for lower
contrast targets in general and the difference between filtered
and unfiltered exposures is likely due to chromatic abberation;
High and low contrast targets appear equally well resolved
for high degrees of coherence.
The targets projected with an aperture of f/11 resulted
in measurements which were the same for filtered and un
filtered exposures, for the incoherent case and
77mm for the most coherent case. This again is about a
factor of two as expected. In both cases the numbers are
lower than the corresponding f/4 . 5 images because the spread
function is larger for the f/11 exposures.
The defocused resolution targets displayed no enhance
ment when projected for any degree of coherence. The measured
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resolving power stayed constant as a function of coherence
interval and so the data is not futher presented.
2.8.2 Measurement of Image Noise
Targets made to investigate image noise as a function
of coherence interval consisted of patches of uniformly
exposed and processed film with a diffuse density of 1.0.
Two film types were used as targets, H&W VTE Pan, a fine
grain emulsion and Kodak Plus-X Pan, a medium grain emulsion.
The targets were projected in the ten printer modes and the
images recorded as before. An aim exposure was determined
so that the images would also have a large area diffuse density
of 1.0. Exposure control was not critical. Since the image
was recorded on the straight line portion of the character
istic curve, small changes in log exposure do not change
the variation of density to be measured in this test. The
film was scanned on a Perkin Elmer PDS microdensitometer
with a 10X, 0.3N.A. influx objective and a 2OX,
Q.65N.A.-
efflux objective and a circular effective aperture of 8ym
diameter. The density of 4000 points was measured on each
sample and their rms density fluctuation about the mean was
calculated on a computer coupled to the microdensitometer.
Measurements were made on replicate samples at the incoherent
and most coherent extremes.
These measurements are similar to, but not, granularity
measurements, because of the small effective aperture used
and the fact that contributing to the image fluctuation are
artifacts associated with partially coherent imaging in
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addition to the projected grain pattern of the target. These
artifacts include ring structures, light and dark spots and
mottle which propagate through the system as a result of
dust particles and multiple reflection of the source image.
An increase in image noise was expected with an in
crease in partial coherence. This effect has been seen in
preliminary examples and is generally related to the increase
in apparent sharpness of a point source printer, the grain
pattern being imaged more sharply along with the image
structure itself.
2.8.2.1 Results, Image Noise
Figure 12 contains the results of this test. The rms
density fluctuation of both the Plus-X target and the H&W
target show increasing trends as expected. The largest
change in all of the curves occurs between llym and 71yra,
greater than a factor of 2.2 change in rms fluctuation in
all cases. The images in this region do not have the coherent
artifacts mentioned before. The increased image noise is
only from the way the grain pattern is
reproduced and this
accounts for most of the total change over the range of coher
ence intervals selected. The H&W images change very rapidly
between coherence intervals of 33ym and 71ym. This sudden
change may be related to
the fact that the film has a narrow
grain size distribution. At a critical degree of coherence
associated with this size the reproduction characteristics
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Figure 12 R.M.S. Density Fluctuation
as a Function of Coherence Interval
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images which have a larger grain size distribution and also
show noise increases over a wider range of coherence intervals.
2.8.3 Measurement of Edge Response
The reproduction quality of edges printed by the system
was assessed by measuring their acutance. Edge response
is associated with the visual sensation of sharpness. Acutance
measurement of an edge image is a standard objective method
used to indicate sharpness of the image. Several newer
methods have been reported which show a better correlation
with sharpness. These methods incorporate the system MTF
in one way or another and were not used in this experiment
because the generally non-linear partially coherent printer
does not have a clearly defined MTF.
The acutance was measured in the usual way. Figure
13 is a microdensitometer trace of an edge image showing
density as a function of distance. The trace is divided into
n segments, Ax, between density values DQ and D . The s^lope









where acutance is expressed in units of density mm
The end points were not chosen by the standard method
where the slope has a value of 0.005um . This criteria
was established for the measurement of the acutance of 35mm
16
negatives from which 4X enlargements are to be made.
Distance
Figure 13 Acutance Measurement
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Since the maximum slope of some of the edge images made in
-1
'
thxs experiment was not much greater than 0.005ym two.
other methods of identifying the end points were used.
Method 1: the end points were chosen where the slope of the
trace was 5% of the maximum slope and edge effects (where
present) were included within them. Method 2: the end
points were chosen where the slope of the trace was 20% of
the maximum slope and edge effects were not included. Figure
14 displays both methods.
Four types of edge artifacts were used to evaluate the
printer's edge reproduction characteristics. All of them
were medium contrast edges with a density difference of 0.5
across the edge. Since the printer is generally non-linear
the edge response is dependent on edge contrast. An exact
description of the printer's image forming characteristics
is not expected from this experiment so a medium contrast
edge has been chosen that may best represent the trends
in acutance as a function of coherence interval. An N.B.S.
VCE edge was used because it closely approximates a perfect
edge. It is nearly grainless and its density profile is
close to a step function. This is a typical edge for use in
evaluating the acutance of a system. A
similar edge made
on Plus-X film at the National Bureau of Standards was used
as a target, because it combines a near step function density
profile with a typical pictorial film grain pattern. It




Figure 14 Selection of End Points For
Acutance Measurement
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by contact printing a tantalum edge onto the film with X-ray
exposure. The X-rays are not scattered by the emulsion so
an edge image is made which is better than any attainable
with optical printing. This edge was used to evaluate the
system acutance when the target has the emulsion character
istics of a typical negative, i.e., it is thick, light
scattering and grainy- The last two targets duplicate the
characteristics of the first two except that the density
profile is a degraded step function. This degradation
was introduced by projection printing at unit magnification,
an N.B.S. VCE edge with an optical system having an effective
aperture of f/64. Their function will be to find out if
partial coherence can be used to enhance the acutance of
projected images. The four edges will be identified as
follows:
NBS - sharp, fine grain edge
NBSP - sharp, on Plus-X
NBSD - degraded, fine grain edge
NBSDP - degraded on Plus-X
13
After the work of Kinsley it was expected that the
NBS edge would be reproduced with higher acutance under
partially coherent illumination.
Some edge ringing was
expected for the more coherent cases. The other edge images
were also expected to have higher acutance as coherence
was increased.
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The edge images were printed so that they were exposed
on the straight line portion of the 5302 characteristic curve.
Small variations in log H would therefore not change the
density profile of the recorded image. The irradiance at the
image plane of the low density side of the edge was monitored
so that it would be exposed on the upper portion of the line.
Each edge was exposed in the ten modes of operation and re
plicate exposures made.
A Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer was used to scan
the edge images. Table 2 is a listing of the scanning
parameters used with each edge image.













NBSP 2X 32mm 0.1NA 10 x 0.04mm 200:1
NBSD 2X 32mm 0.1NA 2 x 0.04mm 200:1
NBSDP 2X 32mm 0.1NA 10 x 0.04mm 95.3:1
The effective aperture was made as long as possible
to average out the noise particularly in the Plus-X edge
images. The longest slit possible for a single scan was 2mm.
The 10mm effective length is the result of five scans of
the edge at adjacent sections of the image. The five scans,
recorded on a single piece of chart paper were later visually
averaged to a single line from which the acutance measurement
was made. Slit alignment with the edge was maintained for
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the multiple scans by careful adjustment prior to the first
scan. The image- was moved rapidly back and forth parallel
to the slit and any relative motion between the two as a
result of misalignment was easily detected. The alignment
was also checked during the image scanning by observing
the position of the trace at the middle of the edge for each
scan (see Figure 18) . If this was seen to advance consis
tently, misalignment was suspected and the scans were remade.
The aperture widths were chosen to be less than 1/10 the total
width of the edge. The 32mm focal length lens is the lowest
power objective available for use on the microdensitometer.
A low power objective was needed to get a large effective
aperture. The 2X influx objective was required to fully
illuminate the field of the effective aperture. The spatial
magnification was chosen so that the edge image spanned about
1/3 of the length of the chart paper.
A step tablet was scanned by the microdensitometer in
each optical configuration used. Diffuse densities were also
measured on a Macbeth TD-504 densitometer. For the range
of density of the edge images a Callier Q factor was found
suitable to convert the microdensitometer output to diffuse
density. All acutance measurements v/ere made after the
data was converted to diffuse density.
Each edge trace was divided into twenty equal sized
segments between the edge endpoints defined by Method 1.
The segments incorporated by Method 2 were also identified.
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Two measurements of acutance were then made using a programmable
hand calculator to evaluate the acutance formula.
2.8.3.1 Results of Edge Response Measurement
Several examples of edge traces are presented in
Figures 15-19. A trace of the image of the NBS edge illu
minated incoherently with filtered light appears in Figure 15.
The edge is typically degraded for an incoherent system with
a smooth shoulder and toe and no ringing at the edge. Figure
16 is the edge trace of the image of the NBS edge illuminated
most coherently. The edge is generally steeper, shows some
ringing and changes slope in the middle. The NBSP edge under
highly coherent illumination shown in Figure 17 shows a steep
maximum slope and pronounced ringing on both the high and
low density sides. This ringing though visible on the edge
image does not remain constant along its length as shown
in Figure 18. This figure is a set of five scans at adjacent
positions along the edge image. The average of this data would
show a lobe on either side of the edge before a constant
level is reached. The image of the incoherently illuminated
NBSP edge appears in Figure 19. Again a smooth S shape
curve typical of an incoherent edge response is observed.
Figures 20-23 contain the results of the edge analysis
in the form of plots of acutance as a function of coherence
interval. Each figure contains data about the image of one
edge artifact and is presented in two parts, a and b. Part
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describes the response to unfiltered illumination. Standard
deviations are indicated as intervals around selected points.
The only significant difference that is shown on any of the
data is between the incoherent acutance and all the rest.
This can be seen on the images of the NBS, NBSP, and NBSD
edges. The NBSDP images show only a slight increase in acu
tance when partially coherently illuminated. Measurements
following Method 2 are seen to be generally more sensitive
to the acutance differences between edge images which also
appear in the data from Method 1. General trends appear
similar for both methods. From this data it can be assumed
that a printer with only a small degree of partial coherence
produces prints with higher acutance than an incoherent
printer. Acutance enhancement for unsharp edge objects
has not been shown, although a slight increase is seen for
the NBSD edge images.
2.8.4 Measurement of Frequency Response
A target with sinusoidally varying intensity trans
mittance and a frequency range of 2mm to 200mm in a
v2 progression, was used to investigate the prxnter's
frequency response as a function of
coherence interval. The
target was made by exposing sine waves from an M.T.F. camera
onto a direct positive duplicating film with gamma -1.0.
The camera uses a cylindrical lens to image reduced size
sine waves from sinusoidally varying area targets.
A gamma
of -1.0 gives the least distortion to the
recorded sinusoids.
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In this experiment modulation has been measured in
two ways. Method A: from a periodic waveform the maximum
and minimum points can be identified in units consistant
with the quantity being measured. If these points are desig




where M itself is unitless. Method B: an even periodic
waveform, f(x), with period, T, and frequency, f, can be
described by a Fourier series :
a






f (x) cos2-rnfxdx .
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When the function, f (x), is pure cosine, a = 0 for n > 1,
the measured modulation becomes identical to Method A.
Ten patches of uniform density, on the same duplicating
material as the target, were projected by the printer when
using the smallest, intermediate, and largest source size.
Irradiance measurements at the image plane were made with
no sample in the beam and with each density patch in the
object plane of the printer. From this data the effective
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printing transmittance, t , was calculated for each sample/
source combination. It was seen from this data that T did
e
not vary with source size. From T an effective printing
density, D , was also calculated with D = -log T . Eache e e
sample was also read on an Ansco Model 4 microdensitometer
using the same geometry that would be used to scan the target:
Influx Objective 20X 0.4N.A.
Efflux Objective 2 OX 0.4N.A.
Eyepiece 12. 5X
Effective Slit 1 x 60ym
and Ansco densities, D , were recorded. The average ratio, .
De/D_, was found to be 1.114 and this value was used to correct
the Ansco density readings to effective printing densities.
Each frequency of the target was scanned with the
Ansco microdensitometer. The slit width, s, of lym was
selected because the minimum ratio of the measured modulation








where f is the spatial frequency in mm and s is the slit
width in mm, is equal to 0.94 for the highest target frequ
ency of 2 . A single period
of the traces of five
frequencies, 2.0, 5.0, 25, 50, and 100 cycles per millimeter
was converted point by point to transmittance. From this
data a four term Fourier series was calculated for each
frequency on a programmable
hand calculator. The maximum
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harmonic content, an/a1
for n = 2,3, was 0.07. This is con
sidered negligible in this non-rigorous analysis and there
fore the target is assumed to be sinusoidal. Making this
assumption allows the modulation of each target frequency
to be measured using Method A. This was done by converting
the maximum and minimum density of each target frequency to
maximum and minimum effective printing densities and applying
the formula for Method A. Figure 24 is a plot of target
modulation as a function of spatial frequency, and represents
the system input for the frequency analysis. Although
targets with a constant input modulation are most commonly
used, this target has the approximate frequency content of
a photographically produced negative. It has an attenuation
of the higher frequencies and a cut off at about 200mm
The response measured from this input under various degrees
of coherence can indicate the expected trends for an object
of complex structure but similar frequency content even ^
though the system does not have a clearly defined linear
transfer of this frequency content.
Images of each target frequency were exposed so that
they were recorded on the straight line
portion of the 5302
characteristic curve and replicate exposures were made.
Sensitometric exposures were recorded on each roll of film
used so that processing variability among
rolls (5 were
used) would not
introduce error into the measurement of
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Figure 24 Sine Wave Target Modulation
as a Function of Frequency
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microdensitometer was used to scan the sensitometrically
exposed images. The optical geometry used was the same for
scanning the periodic images:
Influx Objective 10X 0.30N.A.
Efflux Objective 10X 0.03N.A.
Effective Slit 9.3 x 560 ym
The five sets of D-logH data so determined were each fit to







where x is the value of logH, y is the value of density and
xq, aQ, a^, a2
are constants. The data was fit by a directed
process of iteration to select values for the constants.
The iteration was continued until the expression would, for
each logH value, give the correct density value +0.02, within
the density range of the periodic images. These expressions
have been determined for use in finding logH values from
density measurements. Since gamma for these curves is about
2.0, a density measurement will give the correct logH + 0.01.
Within the experimental error of the original data, these
expressions are equivalent to the original characteristic
curves.
The images produced using maximum and minimum source
sizes, filtered and unfiltered light were scanned. Single
periods of the images were sampled at 21 points. Using a
computer program the density of these points was converted
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to effective exposure and the first five Fourier series
components of the incident exposure waveform were calculated.
The modulation of each was calculated by Method B. The
modulation of each was also calculated by Method A and the
average difference between the two methods was found to be
0.005. Modulations range from 0.11 to 0.47. Since this
difference is insignificant (in the practical sense) Method
A was used to find the modulation for all images.
With the microdensitometer properly zeroed it was
found that the effective slit width could be increased to
190ym without changing the density values measured on a
sen-
sitometrically exposed image. Since the target was quite
"dirty"
with dust and phase objects visible only under
partially coherent illumination, larger scanning apartures
were used where possible. The aperture width was kept smaller
than one tenth of a period of the image being scanned.
Very careful scanning was still required to try to
avoid
as much of the
"junk"
as possible.
The frequency response of the system is defined as the
ratio of the measured output modulation to the input modu
lation, as a function of frequency. For the
incoherent case
this is the Modulation Transfer Function of the optical system.
2.8.4.1 Results of Frequency Response Measurements
Frequency response is plotted in
Figures 25 and 26
for filtered and unfiltered exposures
respectively- Points
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Figure 26 Frequency Response for Unfiltered Exposures
72.
xdentified which could lower the measured response such as
focusing error, alignment error and image dirt, the data
points have been taken to represent minimum values in the
drawing of the response curves. This is why many data points
can be seen below their associated curve. A decrease in
the response can be seen for most data at about 100mm"1.
The drawing of the response curve to follow this abrupt change
cannot be statistically justified, and may well be the result
of a particular common problem such as a focusing error
of the target in the region of 100mm .
The printer shows a similar frequency response in all
ten modes for low frequencies. Here the response is seen
to be about 1.2. Since the measurement of the target was
in terms of its effective transmittance the initial value
was expected to be close to 1.0. This small but constant
error does not effect the relative response as coherence
is changed in the printer. The response is also similar^.
between the conditions of filtered and unfiltered exposures,
the unfiltered cases showing the same trends at a generally
lower level than the filtered cases.
The incoherent case shows a typical M.T.F. curve
shape. The response continuing at its initial value to a
frequency of about 30mm then declining to zero at about
200mm . At a coherence interval of 33ym the response in
creases from its initial value to a maximum at 60mm and
is quickly approaching
zero at 200mm . The remaining
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three cases representing increasing coherence are very
similar. The response increases from its initial value
to maxima between
60mm~
and 125mm"1, and, then rapidly
approaches zero at 200mm"1. These maxima, over 2.0 in some
cases, are never found in the M.T.F. of incoherent systems.
Here they are taken to be manifestations of the inability
to measure the target complex amplitude transmittance, the
quantity necessary to describe the object in a partially
coherent imaging system. Therefore the data as presented
cannot be assumed to quantify the system response. They can
however be used to show the ability of the system to emphasize
the high frequency content of an object of which the target
used is a typical example.
The frequency limit for all modes is near 200mm
This correctly corresponds to the coherent diffraction limit
for an f/4 . 5 imaging lens. The incoherent limit is about
4 . The failure to show this performance has been
*
attributed to the presence of abberations which have made
the M.T.F frequency limit about 200mm
2.8.5 Tone Reproduction and Pictorial Image Quality
A pictorial negative was used to investigate the sub
jective quantities of graininess and sharpness as well as
to provide examples of pictorial imagery for partially co
herently illuminated objects. Grey scales, originally in
cluded in the negatives only as aids to making properly ex
posed and processed prints, indicated that the tone
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reproduction was influenced by the degree of partial coherence
through its effect on the image microstructure. Grey scale
images were produced to identify this effect.
A ten step grey scale was arranged in the format of
a 35mm negative and photographed at sufficient reduction to
become 2.4mm x 3.6mm. This was so its projected image would
fill the frame of the data recording camera of the printer.
A much larger image of the grey scale was also made so that
the projected patches were larger than the receiver of the
UDT radiometer used to measure image plane irradiance. Nega
tives were made on the two film types used before, H&W VTE
Pan and Kodak Plus-X Pan. For all source sizes, the effective
printing density of each step was measured as before by
measuring its ability to attenuate the light reaching the
image plane. For both films at all density levels density
remained constant with source size. This data would indicate
that the macroscopic tone reproduction characteristics of
the printer should remain constant as the degree of coherence
is changed.
Each of the grey scales was projected and recorded on
5302 film in the ten printer modes. As the results show
they were not reproduced the same under all
degrees of co
herence. The halftone effect was the expected cause of the
difference. See Appendix B for a discussion of this effect.
Since the effect cannot alter the maximum or minimum density
of a print material when the whole range of density is used,
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the midtones are most subject to change. It was through the
difficulty encountered in matching the midtone tone repro
duction of trial reflection prints that the halftone effect
was first indicated. Changes in exposure or development
time do not cause changes in the midtones alone.
Reflection prints of the two test negatives were
produced with approximately equal tone reproduction through
the use of various paper grades, exposure times, print
developers, and development times. The proper combination
was established by trial and error.
The reflection prints were viewed by 33 observers,
primarily students, faculty and staff of the School of
Photographic Arts and Sciences of R.I.T. The prints were
evaluated in groups of five representing the five sources.
Four such groups resulted from the use of the two negative
materials each printed with filtered and unfiltered light.
The sharpness of the prints was evaluated on a continuous
scale from least sharp to most sharp. Appendix III contains
a copy of the judge's instructions. The average relative
position of each print on this scale was calculated as
a measure of the print sharpness for comparison with the
acutance measurements previously made. A correlation co
efficient was calculated for the purpose of making this
comparison, for each group
of prints.
The observers also determined the minimum viewing
distance at which the grain pattern was not apparent. This
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distance is a measurement of the print graininess. To correct
for differences in eyesight amoung observers these distance
measurements were normalized to 1.0 at the nearest distance.
Difficulty in seeing the grain pattern at all in the incoherent
prints from the H&W VTE Pan negatives was reported by several
observers. Correlation coefficients were again used to indicate
the agreement of this data with the measurements of image
noise.
The subjective measurements made are not intended to
represent thorough studies of print quality. They are
included only to support the use of objective measurements
in drawing conclusions about printer performance.
2.8.5.1 Results, Tone Reproduction
Figures 27-30 give the recorded tone reproduction
on 5302 for Plus-X negatives and H&W negatives. With the
Plus-X target a noticable difference exists between the
incoherent case, showing higher density values, and all
partially coherent cases which group together at lower
density levels. The dependence of tone reproduction on
degree of coherence must be the result of a changing image
microstructure. It is very similar to the trend seen in
the acutance data. Since the Plus-X grain pattern appears
larger, sharper, and more well defined as coherence is
increased the halftone effect is assumed responsible for the
change in tone reproduction since macroscopic exposure does
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Figure 30 Tone Reproduction from H&W Negative, Unfiltered
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grain sizes of this double coated film. The effect is not
strongly seen in the H&W target prints because of the much
smaller grain pattern. A noticable trend of decreasing
density with increasing coherence interval is seen for
filtered exposures (Figure 29) . A common maximum density
is not approached in Figures 27-30 as expected from the
discussion in Appendix II because the entire range of the
5302 film was not needed to record the image, as it is for
most reflection print materials.
2.8.5.2 Results, Subjective Evaluations
Three examples of the pictorial response are given
in Figure 31. They were made from the Plus-X negative
printed with filtered light and coherence intervals of
llym, 71ym, and 509ym. The prints shown are 1.5X copies of
portions of prints made for the experiment to better show
the fine detail in reproduction. The coherent print shows
emphasized sharpness and clarity of fine detail. The grain
pattern is more obvious and appears sharper and many
non-
image structures associated with coherent images can be seen.
A hot spot is apparent and probably is a secondary source
image. Other large and small circular structures seen
throughout the picture are the result of optical imperfec
tions, dust particles and phase objects which may be any
where between the source and image plane. The intermediate
print shows almost the same degree of sharpness and grain


































Table 3 lists the values of the correlation coefficient
between the acutance data of the edge images and the sharp
ness of the pictorial images in the first four rows and
between the RMS noise and the print graininess in the last
two rows. Correlation coefficients above 0.8 are indicative
of a strong relationship between the two variables. For some
table entries there appear numbers in parenthesis, e.g.
(0.89,3). This indicates the correlation coefficient is
0.89 for the data of the first three coherence intervals of
increasing size. It is reported in the cases where the
correlation is much better. The prints made with the highest
degrees of coherence were hard to evaluate for the quality
of the intended image in the presence of coherent artifacts.
This is why the data correlates better for the prints
without these effects.
Edge,
Table 3 Subjective Evaluation Results
Print Group
Plus-X H&W
Acutance Method filtered unfiltered
NBS,1 0.72( .89, 3) 0.83 0.76(.86,3) 0.82
(.86,4)
NBS, 2 0.70(. 95, 3) 0.93 0.84(.91,3) 0.94
NBSP,1 0.93 0.94






In general the prints made on Plus-X show good corre
lations between all subjective and objective data. Neither
acutance method or edge artifact shows a consistently better
correlation. The H&W prints also show good correlations
between acutance and sharpness but only a weak correlation
between noise and graininess. This is atributed to the
very small grain size in the H&W prints. On the average the
observers felt that the incoherently made print was less
grainy than all the rest which were all essentially rated
the same. This lack of ability to differentiate between
prints indicates that the differences are too small to see.
2.9 Discussion
The results show significant changes in projected print
quality as the coherence of the illumination system is changed.
All the expected qualitative results were demonstrated.
Sharper, grainier prints were produced with a partially co
herent system than with an incoherent one. At large enough
coherence intervals phase objects, dust particles and other
artifacts contributed to generally degrade the image.
The frequency response data, the hardest to support
because of the non-linear behavior of partially coherent
systems, is still interesting because of the great emphasis
of frequencies near the coherent limit of the optical system,
(200mm"1) . This does not necessarily contradict the re
solving power data
which shows a coherent cutoff of approxi
mately 90mm"1. The frequency
spectrum of a tribar target Lis
quite complex. In a system which highly emphasizes the high
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frequency components of the target spectrum the image pro
duced may no longer resemble the original three bars, and
would not be judged as resolved by the criteria used in this
experiment.
The edge images and sharpness evaluations both showed
that "sharper" prints could be made with a partially coherent
illumination but that only a small degree of partial coherence
was needed to get the greatest effect (coherence interval
of 33ym) .
Grainier and noisier images are made with partially
coherent illumination as the coherence interval increases
to approximately 70ym.
Resolving power drops by a factor of 2 as coherence
interval is increased to approximately 70ym. Tone repro
duction shows the greatest change between coherence intervals
of 11 and 33ym. Since most of all observed changes in the
image microstructure occur as the coherence interval varies
below 70ym the imaging equation:
I(x) = kl /Y12(T)t(^2)t*(?1)k(x-^1)k*(x-^2)d^1d52
must approach the coherent limit_ for coherence intervals
greater than 70ym.
The effective limits of this integration represent
a distance equal to twice the width of the amplitude impulse
response, k(). If y12
haS a value approximately 1.0 over
this region it can be dropped from the convolution integral
and the coherent imaging equation results.
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A typical coherence function of the form 2J,(x)/x
whose coherence interval is 70ym has a value of greater
than 0.9 for point separations less than 16 ym. This would
indicate that k() is less than about 8ym wide. Taking
the reciprocal of the coherent frequency response limit
(200mm ) gives an approximate impulse response width of
5ym. This agreement further supports the conclusion that
the image forming characteristics of the printer are essen
tially coherent for coherence intervals greater than 70ym.
The negative aspects of lower resolving power with a
small degree of partial coherence should not be weighted
too strongly in assessing overall printer performance. As
noted the detection of the resolving power target is influ
enced by its complex spectrum and the criteria used to evaluate
the images. A print made for visual viewing need not contain
higher than about 10mm information since it would not be
detected and ordinary printing papers have uneven surfaces
which will not resolve much more than that.
The positive aspect of increased sharpness with partially
coherent illumination outweighs the possible loss of re
solution, wherever this
sharpness increase is desired in
prints to be visually viewed. Since an increase in graininess
also occurs the use of a partially coherent printer is best
suited to fine grain emulsions, such as the H&W VTE Pan, or for





The modulation of sinusoidal waves has been shown equal
to the modulus of the complex degree of coherence in a
reference plane. A plot of the modulation as a function
of the independent variable, shear distance, would directly
indicate the coherence interval of the illumination at the
reference plane. This is the shear distance at which the
modulation first becomes zero. A method is described for
recording the sinusoidal signal on a photographic material
and using the microdensity of this recorded signal to
indicate the measurement of the coherence interval.
The sinusoidal signals, found experimentally to have
frequencies less than 20mm
, are recorded on 5302 film with
little degradation by the film. Therefore it is possible
to use the characteristic curve of the film to find the
modulation of the incident signal from the density of the
image. A plot of the modulation as recorded for several
values of shear distance would identify the coherence inter
val as the shear distance for which the modulation is zero.
The recorded image consists of periodic functions of density.
A value AD defined as the maximum density of the function
minus the minimum density of the function is measurable
for each image. The value of AD plotted as a function of
shear distance also has a zero crossing equal to the coherence
interval. To show that it can be used in a graphical solution
to identify the coherence interval a
description of the
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sine wave modulation, M, as a function of shear distance is
assumed to be given by a function of the form:
2J (x -x) 2J (x)
M = y(x--x9) --
1
=- i
1 2 (x1~x2) x
where
x^-x^
is the shear distance in relative units. Images
of sine waves with modulations so defined, when recorded
on the straight line portion of the 5302 characteristic
curve with a slope of 2.0 have AD values given by the
expression:
AD = 2.0 log(l+M) - log(l-M)!
Figure A-l shows the sine wave modulation as a function of
shear distance and also the predicted values of AD as a
function of shear distance both plotted from just a few
data points to simulate experimental conditions. Both
curves indicate the same value of coherence interval. The
practice of plotting AD values has therefore been used in










Figure A-l Techniques to Find Zero Modulation
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APPENDIX B
The halftone effect is seen when sharply focused
prints are made from a photographic negative. The grain
structure appears as a pattern of light and dark areas very
similar to the pattern in a random dot graphic arts process.
The tone reproduction of the print is not correctly predicted
by the methods used for continuous tone printing nor is the
tone reproduction governed by the principles of the repro
duction of halftone images. The following example shows
in a simplified manner the reason the micro image structure
can effect the macroscopic tone reproduction characteristics
of a projection print.
A typical photographic reflection print material has
a characteristic curve with a straight line portion of slope,
Y. The expression for transmittance, T, as a function of




This relationship is sketched in Figure B-l. Also shown
diagrammatically are two image areas having the same large
area average exposure, H . One is an area of uniform
exposure and the other is an area composed of equi-sized
segments of exposure H +h and HQ-h. These segments are
assumed small enough to be visually blended in the print.
Note that if this area were not sharply imaged it would
become similar to the first area. Continuous tone repro














Figure B-l Halftone Effect Illustration
equal image transmittances for both areas of T equal to
V
KHQ . This is true for the first area. The image of

















where h/HQ is the fractional variation in exposure. If
gamma is given a typical value of 2.0 the expressions for






















The average transmittance is always greater than or equal
to T . The fractional change in transmittance is given by:
o






and the change in density, AD by:
AD = -log [ | ] .
o














In this manner prints with a sharply focused grain
pattern have a different tone reproduction than a print in
which the grains are blurred. The effect in this example
has been demonstrated when exposures are placed on the
straight line portion of the print material characteristic
curve. In general the whole curve is used in making prints
and the maximum and minimum print densities are fixed.
The halftone effect therefore can not alter the end points
of a tone reproduction plot. An example tone reproduction
plot showing the halftone effect appears in Figure B-2.
D5
Continuous Tone Reproduction
Lower densities caused by the
halftone effect
Relative Log Scene Luminance
Figure B-2 Halftone Effect in Tone Reproduction
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APPENDIX C
The following page is a copy of the instructions
to the observers for the subjective evaluation of print
sharpness. The page after that is a copy of the rating
form used by the observers. Two rating forms were used.




reversed. This was to eliminate any right or left hand bias.
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JUDGE'S INFORMATION - SHARPNESS EVALUATION
SHARPNESS - (Military Standard) the visual sensation of
distinctness of objects in a picture
(Stroebel & Todd) that subjective quality
of an image associated with the distinctness
of boundaries between adjacent objects
GENERAL INFORMATION
You are asked to view four sets of five prints each.
Each set will be evaluated separately and judgements made
about the relative sharpness of the prints in that set only.
The evaluation form contains four lines each preceded
by a set identifying code. Above each line are numbers
which are an aid to locating positions along the line be
tween the end points designated by the most sharp print
and the least sharp print.
PROCEDURE
For each set of prints:
1. Order the prints by sharpness fr
2. On the line headed by the set's identifying code
place the letter of the most sharp print at the
appropriate end
3. Repeat for the least sharp print
4. Place the letters of the three remaining prints
at the place on the line which indicates their
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